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Abstract Archer fish accurately jump multiple body lengths for aerial prey from1

directly below the free surface. Multiple fins provide combinations of propulsion2

and stabilization, enabling prey capture success. Volumetric flow field measure-3

ments are crucial to characterizing multi-propulsor interactions during this highly4

three-dimensional maneuver, however the fish’s behavior also drives unique ex-5

perimental constraints. Measurements must be obtained in close proximity to the6

water’s surface and in regions of the flow field which are partially-occluded by7

the fish body. Aerial jump trajectories must also be known to assess performance.8

This article describes experiment setup and processing modifications to the three-9

dimensional synthetic aperture particle image velocimetry (SAPIV) technique to10

address these challenges and facilitate experimental measurements on live jump-11

ing fish. The performance of traditional SAPIV algorithms in partially-occluded12

regions is characterized, and an improved non-iterative reconstruction routine for13

SAPIV around bodies is introduced. This reconstruction procedure is combined14

with three-dimensional imaging on both sides of the free surface to reveal the fish’s15

three-dimensional wake, including a series of propulsive vortex rings generated by16

the tail. Additionally, wake measurements from the anal and dorsal fins indicate17

their stabilizing and thrust-producing contributions as the archer fish jumps.18
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1 Introduction19

Archer fish (genus Toxotes) exhibit multiple sophisticated prey capture strategies.20

These fish combine spitting, rapid in-water pursuit, and jumping to feed in com-21

petitive environments (e.g., Bekoff and Dorr, 1976; Davis and Dill, 2012; Rischawy22

et al., 2015). Of particular hydrodynamic interest is the fish’s ability to jump mul-23

tiple times its body length out of the water to capture prey (Shih et al., 2017).24

Archer fish initiate jumps from directly below the surface, leaving limited space25

to accelerate before exiting the water completely. Using high-speed imaging, Shih26

et al. (2017) observe that jumping archer fish use oscillatory tailbeat kinematics,27

coupled with rapid activity of additional fins at jump onset. Shih et al. (2017)28

further present 2D particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements which suggest29

that multiple fins contribute upward thrust, but that some fins serve more to sta-30

bilize and steer the body. Such control is crucial to enabling the fish to accurately31

capture its aerial prey. To understand the biomechanics of this behavior, as well32

as any potential for engineers to replicate these aquatic launches, it is necessary33

to determine the relative importance of each fin and body behavior to propelling,34

steering, and stabilizing the fish. Any interactions between the fins must also be35

considered.36

Fins of particular interest include the dorsal, anal, and caudal fins (i.e., the37

median fins) located on the aft end of the fish body, and the pair of pectoral38

fins, located midbody near the fish’s center of mass. Fig. 1 shows four high-speed39

images of a jumping archer fish taken 0.01 s apart with the dorsal, anal, caudal,40

and pectoral fins labeled. The caudal fin is deflected laterally toward one side of41

the body before the jump begins. When the fish initiates a jump, the pectoral fins42

extend, while the caudal, anal, and dorsal fins oscillate as propulsive waves travel43

along the body.44

Lauder (2015) summarizes extensive previous studies of these fins in other45

species of fish, especially in forward swimming and rapid maneuvering contexts.46

These studies reveal how fin use and specific hydrodynamic functions depend heav-47
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Fig. 1 Fin activity in jumping archer fish. Shaded and outlined regions show the motions
of the caudal (blue dash-dotted), anal (purple dotted), dorsal (green solid) and pectoral (red
dashed) fins at jump onset. The thick grey line shows the location of the free surface. Images
are shown 0.01 s apart. Background subtraction and linear contrast enhancement have been
applied to the images for visibility.

ily on both fish morphology and the particular swimming scenario. For instance,48

Standen and Lauder (2005) find varying amounts of dorsal and anal fin activity49

in bluegill sunfish depending on the forward swimming speed. In a C-start ac-50

celeration, Borazjani (2013) finds that the hydrodynamic force contributions of51

the dorsal and anal fins are greatest at one instance between preparatory and52

propulsive stages, and that the caudal fin contributes substantial force during the53

propulsive stage.54

In the case of the jumping archer fish, jump height and swimming speed are55

closely related. The archer fish trajectory is effectively ballistic once out of the56

water, and faster exit velocities are therefore needed to reach higher prey heights57

(Shih et al., 2017). Shih et al. (2017) show that the jump height increases with the58

number of propulsive tailbeats executed by the fish, one mechanism for controlling59

swimming speed at water exit. In this previous study, propulsion from each tailbeat60

could not be assessed quantitatively using 2D PIV; variation of the fish’s position61

within the light sheet limited comparison of fin wakes with respect to jump height62

or prey capture success.63
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Volumetric particle image velocimetry techniques provide simultaneous mea-64

surements of multiple propulsors involved during locomotive behaviors. Previous65

studies have utilized various 3D velocimetry techniques to study novel and com-66

plex swimming strategies, including holographic particle tracking of feeding and67

sinking copepods (Malkiel et al., 2003), defocusing digital particle tracking ve-68

locimetry (DDPTV) of fin and jet propulsion combinations in squid (Bartol et al.,69

2016), and tomographic PIV of sea butterfly parapodia (Murphy et al., 2016; Ad-70

hikari et al., 2016). In a 3D study of forward bluegill sunfish swimming, Flammang71

et al. (2011) use DDPTV to observe assimilation of upstream vortices from the72

dorsal and anal fins into the caudal fin wake. Volumetric techniques also reduce73

artificial experimental constraints on animal behavior, as utilized by Adhikari and74

Longmire (2013) for the study of zebrafish prey capture. Additionally, analysis of75

3D data can be performed in reference frames other than a single measurement76

plane, as shown for fish wakes by Mendelson and Techet (2015).77

Synthetic aperture particle image velocimetry (SAPIV) is a volumetric PIV78

technique that uses light field imaging to reconstruct fields of tracer particles in79

3D. Multiple cameras are used to emulate the effects of a single camera with a80

wide aperture and narrow depth of field scanning through a volume; particles are81

localized by where they appear in focus. As originally developed, SAPIV uses a82

particle reconstruction procedure of warping images from multiple views using83

transformations that correspond to a finely-spaced range of depths (Belden et al.,84

2010). The transformed images at each depth are then averaged according to85

ISAk
=

1

N

N∑
i=1

IFPki
, (1)

where ISAk
is the averaged image on the kth focal plane, N is the number of86

cameras, and IFPki
is the transformed image from the ith camera. Image averaging,87

known as additive refocusing, is followed by intensity thresholding of each focal88

plane (collectively known as the focal stack) to remove the dim, discrete image89

artifacts formed when a particle’s location does not converge between multiple90
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cameras at that specific depth (Belden et al., 2010). Belden et al. (2010) use a91

threshold of three standard deviations above the mean image intensity on each92

focal plane as the minimum brightness of a valid particle. Intensity normalization93

of particles within and across all images during preprocessing is crucial to retaining94

valid particles when thresholding. The stack of all thresholded focal planes is the95

final 3D particle volume for PIV processing.96

The non-iterative and highly-parallelizable algorithm used for SAPIV recon-97

structs particle volumes faster than the iterative MART variants commonly used in98

tomographic PIV. In refractive media, reconstruction is also accelerated by using99

the homography-fit method to reduce the computational cost of image transforma-100

tions for each focal plane (Bajpayee and Techet, 2017). The reconstruction speed101

of SAPIV presents an advantage for animal studies where a significant quantity of102

trials from multiple specimens is ultimately desired.103

Using the additive refocusing algorithm (eqn. 1), a large number of view-104

points (typically eight to ten) is necessary for a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio105

when thresholding images to identify valid particles. Belden et al. (2010) deter-106

mines the necessary camera array size using the reconstruction quality factor Q,107

a metric that isolates the influence of particle volume reconstruction on 3D PIV108

measurements. However, Bajpayee and Techet (2015) show that velocity field ac-109

curacy does not follow the same trends as the particle reconstruction quality when110

camera spacings are varied or the number of cameras used for SAPIV is reduced.111

Scenarios with fewer than nine cameras can yield accurate velocity information,112

especially when alternate refocusing algorithms for SAPIV are also considered113

(Bajpayee and Techet, 2015). Some specific types of reconstruction errors, how-114

ever, have well-characterized detrimental effects on 3D PIV measurements. For115

instance, ghost particles (i.e., false particles formed by the coincidental conver-116

gence of multiple viewpoints at a 3D location where no tracer particle exists) can117

reduce measured velocity gradients when actual particle displacements are small118
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(Elsinga et al., 2011). These previous reconstruction studies all consider scenarios119

where the measurement volume is occupied entirely by particles.120

Particle reconstruction when a body is present in the flow field presents ad-121

ditional challenges because the measurement volume contains partially-occluded122

regions (i.e., regions where the body blocks visibility of tracer particles in some,123

but not all, viewpoints). An advantage of the additive SAPIV particle reconstruc-124

tion algorithm (eqn. 1) in these scenarios is that a particle can be localized without125

appearing in every camera. In contrast, multiplicative algorithms such as MART126

(multiplicative algebraic reconstruction technique) require nonzero source informa-127

tion in each viewpoint for a nonzero reconstruction (Elsinga et al., 2006). While128

SAPIV is well-suited for partially-occluded measurement scenarios, compared to129

techniques with fewer viewpoints, algorithm performance in partially-occlusion130

regions may differ from reconstruction in the absence of a body.131

Partially-occluded regions, which typically surround a body, are of particular132

interest when the archer fish jumps and impose measurement requirements beyond133

those seen in previous applications of SAPIV to fish wakes (Mendelson and Techet,134

2015). At jump onset, multiple tail strokes can occur before the fish has significant135

upward velocity (Shih et al., 2017); the body is therefore in close spatial proximity136

to the wake for this period during the jump. The wakes of upstream fins (i.e.,137

dorsal, anal, and pectoral fins) must additionally be resolved before and during any138

interactions with the caudal tail. Performing SAPIV on the archer fish therefore139

relies on identification of the best particle reconstruction strategy for partially-140

occluded regions.141

The behavior of the archer fish imposes additional experimental constraints on142

the measurement system. Measured wake structures must be assessed in the con-143

text of the fish’s kinematics and the jump’s outcome (e.g., if the fish successfully144

reaches its target and how much it overshoots the bait). Shih et al. (2017) use the145

aerial trajectory of the fish to estimate the maximum velocity and acceleration146

during a jump. For coupled understanding of the kinematics and hydrodynamic-147
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s, trajectory information must be obtained in 3D simultaneous with volumetric148

velocimetry measurements. As a result, it is desirable to reconfigure the typical149

3 × 3 SAPIV camera array for simultaneous under- and above-water imaging.150

This measurement constraint influences requirements for the particle reconstruc-151

tion procedure as well because there are fewer cameras viewing the flow field.152

This study presents modifications to the SAPIV technique that enable time-153

resolved measurements on jumping archer fish. A comparison of three non-iterative154

particle reconstruction algorithms is used to develop a processing routine specifi-155

cally for partially-occluded measurement volumes. This analysis takes into account156

both the missing information in occluded camera views and the overall reduced157

number of cameras that view the particle field in partially-occluded regions. Infor-158

mation already necessary for 3D PIV masking is used to map and adjust particle159

reconstruction in partially-occluded regions, allowing use of an algorithm that160

typically requires particle visibility in all cameras. The reconstruction procedure161

can also be implemented with fewer cameras than traditional SAPIV, allowing162

cameras to be distributed between simultaneous aerial and underwater imaging.163

Simultaneous measurements of the aerial jump trajectory, fin kinematics, and flow164

produced by the dorsal, anal, and caudal fins demonstrate the capabilities of this165

technique to elucidate propulsive strategies in archer fish jumping.166

2 SAPIV Experiment Design167

2.1 Camera Array168

The physical camera arrangement for viewing both above and below the water’s169

surface must meet requirements based on the archer fish’s behavior. At jump170

onset, the snout of the fish is positioned at the surface (fig. 1); the underwater171

measurement volume must therefore be located directly below the free surface.172

Position requirements for the aerial cameras are based on the finding of Shih173

et al. (2017) that the peak jump acceleration occurs immediately after jump onset.174
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Aerial-viewing cameras must therefore begin to capture the fish trajectory as soon175

as the snout breaks the surface. Based on peak 2D jump height measurements, the176

field of view for aerial imaging must span vertically from the surface to 2.5 times177

the fish’s standard length (approximately 18 cm). Separate aerial and underwater178

cameras are desirable to avoid multiple calibrations for each camera, and to have179

full camera sensor resolution in each fluid media.180

The camera configuration meeting these requirements contains two rails of181

cameras (fig. 2), with three underwater viewpoints on the top rail and four under-182

water viewpoints on the bottom rail. Two rows of cameras viewing underwater are183

used instead of three because of limited vertical space viewing the measurement184

volume without reflections or occlusions at the free surface. The top row of cam-185

eras is mounted directly on the rail. This row includes a central camera for aligning186

the 3D coordinate system during camera calibration and locating the fish within187

the experiment field of view. The bottom row of cameras is attached by ball-head188

camera mounts to facilitate aiming the cameras 15◦ upward about the X-axis. A189

photograph of the camera configuration is shown in fig. 2b. Two additional aeri-190

al cameras, also on ball-head camera mounts, are positioned 8.6 cm above the191

top underwater cameras on the top rail. This imaging configuration avoids adding192

additional cameras beyond the typical nine to an already hardware-intensive mea-193

surement technique. The number of cameras is not targeted for further reduction,194

with the goal of providing sufficient viewpoints for particle reconstruction even in195

partially-occluded regions.196

2.2 Characterization of Partial Occlusion Locations197

When SAPIV is implemented around a body, occlusion of a tracer particle can198

be caused by either another particle or the body. When a particle is occluded199

by another particle in a single camera view, the particle will still reconstruct in200

3D when refocused. Additive refocusing does not divide intensity contributions201
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Fig. 2 Camera configuration for simultaneous SAPIV and 3D jump trajectory tracking.
(a) Schematic of the camera placements for the jumping archer fish experiment. The free
surface is located at approximately half the height of the tank. The shaded regions show the
fields of view for the seven SAPIV cameras (red dotted line) and the two aerial trajectory
cameras (green dashed line). The coordinate system is defined with the X-axis parallel to the
long sides of the tank, the Y-axis vertical, and the Z-axis normal to the front tank wall. (b)
Photograph of the camera setup showing the physical implementation of the design in (a)
alongside a 38 L tank.

between multiple sources along the same line of sight; therefore the occluding202

particle in the source image will count toward reconstruction at both depths.203

The more detrimental category of occlusions is when a region of particles is204

blocked from view by the body in a subset of cameras. If the body is masked (i.e.,205

set to zero source intensity) in individual camera images before 3D reconstruction,206

the occluded particles will refocus, using eqn. 1, at a weaker intensity than particles207

visible in all cameras. If the body is left unmasked, bright or dark patches of the208

body will influence the final position and brightness of the reconstructed particles.209

A particle field reconstruction routine with the ability to identify and compensate210

for partial occlusions could avoid either of these scenarios.211

The visual hull method (Adhikari and Longmire, 2012) is commonly used for212

body masking in tomographic and synthetic aperture PIV; this method projects213

binary images of the body along each camera’s line of sight to determine the 3D214

regions where all cameras contain the body. These regions, where no cameras215

view particles, are then excluded during PIV processing. Fig. 3a-b shows a sample216
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# of Occluded Cameras7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Z = 7 mm

Z = -20 mm Z = -29 mm Z = -38 mm

Z = -2 mm Z = -11 mm

1 cm

(c)

(b)(a)

Fig. 3 Visual hull and six focal planes with regions partially-occluded by the fish body,
both determined from SAPIV measurements of a jumping archer fish obtained using a seven
camera array. (a) Reference image of the fish body from the center camera of the array. (b)
The corresponding 3D visual hull reconstructed by refocusing binary body images. The visual
hull is shown at a resolution of 8 voxels. (c) Partial occlusion locations at six depths in the
measurement volume. Shading represents the number of cameras in which a given voxel is
obscured by the body at each focal plane. Regions occupied by the body in all seven cameras
correspond to the visual hull necessary for PIV masking. All Z coordinates are relative to the
position of bait behind the tank wall.
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2D image of an archer fish body during one timestep of a jump sequence and217

the corresponding visual hull determined from seven camera viewpoints (cameras218

arranged as in fig. 2). The visual hull (fig. 3b) distinctly shows the pelvic, anal,219

and caudal fins. In the Z-direction, the reconstructed fins and body taper to a220

point; the size of the intersecting regions between all binary images decreases the221

farther a given depth is from the true location of a body feature. The elongation222

of the visual hull beyond its true depth in the viewing direction is a function of223

camera placement and is characterized in detail by Adhikari and Longmire (2012).224

The information used to identify the visual hull can also be used to map225

partially-occluded regions in the flow field. If eqn. 1 is applied to the individu-226

al 2D binary masks used to create the visual hull, the result is a focal stack where227

intensity indicates how many cameras contribute to partial occlusion of the mea-228

surement volume. For this mapping of partially-occluded regions, points in front of229

and behind the body are both treated as occlusions. It is common for a bright body230

to wash out particles located in front of it, leaving them effectively still occluded.231

Fig. 3c shows the locations and severities of partial occlusions at six depths232

in the measurement volume. At depths toward the edges of the measurement vol-233

ume (e.g., fig. 3c, Z = 7 mm and Z = -38 mm), most partially-occluded regions234

(59− 64% in the examples shown) are occluded by the body in two or fewer cam-235

eras. In these regions there are still five or six viewpoints that can contribute to236

particle reconstruction. The finite viewing angle between cameras causes image237

regions toward the center of the body to have worse visibility, even at the front238

and back of the measurement volume (fig. 3c, Z = 7 mm and Z = -38 mm). The239

camera viewing angle similarly causes the Z-direction elongation of the visual hull240

(fig. 3b). In regions towards the center of the measurement volume, the visual hull241

(occluded in all seven cameras) is identifiable, including the pelvic fins and anal242

fin at Z = −2 mm and the caudal fin at Z = −20 mm. The regions surrounding243

the visual hull at these depths are nearly fully occluded (i.e., particles are visible244

in only one or two cameras). However, regions where body features found at other245
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Z-coordinates prevent visibility of surrounding particles (e.g., the pelvic fin projec-246

tions at Z = -20 mm) have fewer occluded viewpoints. While few near-body regions247

are fully visible in all cameras, regions where a majority of cameras view parti-248

cles are found in much of the measurement volume. Visualizing partially-occluded249

regions suggests that reconstruction in these regions is feasible and necessary for250

the jumping archer fish experiment.251

2.3 Refocusing with Partial Occlusions and Reduced Cameras252

Particle reconstruction must be performed with an algorithm that performs in253

partially-occluded regions with a reduced number of camera viewpoints and in254

regions with full visibility, ideally in one processing routine. The reduced overall255

number of SAPIV cameras, implemented in response to limited optical access near256

the surface and the need for simultaneous aerial measurements, adds an additional257

constraint on the reconstruction procedure. This section considers the performance258

of three non-iterative algorithms in the presence of partial occlusions and in the259

overall seven camera setup.260

The additive refocusing algorithm traditionally used for SAPIV (eqn. 1) is261

described extensively in the introduction. Two additional non-iterative particle262

reconstruction algorithms are the multiplicative line of sight (MLOS) (Atkinson263

and Soria, 2009), also described as multiplicative refocusing when used in synthetic264

aperture imaging (Belden et al., 2012), and the minimum line of sight (minLOS)265

(Maas et al., 2009; Michaelis et al., 2010). These algorithms differ from additive266

refocusing (eqn. 1) at the processing step where warped images from all cameras267

are combined. The MLOS algorithm takes the product of all transformed camera268

images as the value at a voxel:269

ISAk
=

N∏
i=1

(IFPki
)n, (2)
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The exponent n = 1/N cameras preserves the original intensity scale of a particle270

image through the multiplication operations, but n can be specified otherwise to271

modify the size and signal-to-noise ratio of refocused features (e.g., Belden et al.,272

2012). The minLOS algorithm takes the minimum pixel value from all cameras273

mapping to a voxel:274

ISAk
=

N
min
i=1

IFPki
. (3)

Particle 1

Particle 2

Particle 3

Depth Z2Depth Z1

Particle 1
(in focus)

Particle 2
(discrete blur)

Particle 3
(partially occluded)

(discrete blur
overlap)

(in focus)

Fig. 4 Relative reconstructed intensities of fully visible and partially-occluded particles shown
using three sample particles of uniform intensity. All particles are shown with inverted intensity
(darker particles are brighter) for visibility. Particle 1 is in focus at depth Z1, while particles
2 (fully visible) and 3 (partially-occluded) form dim ghost particles patterned in the shape of
the camera array (also known as discrete blur). At depth Z2 the discrete blur patterns from
particles 1 and 2 overlap to form a brighter ghost particle, and particle 3 is in focus at reduced
intensity (compared to particle 1 at Z1) due to its limited visibility.

Fig. 4 shows the effects of partial occlusion on additive refocusing for a simpli-275

fied set of three particles: two visible in all cameras within a 3 × 3 array (particles276

1 and 2) and one visible in only three cameras of the array (particle 3). At depth277

Z1, particle 1 is in focus, while particle 2 forms a discrete blur pattern of one278

ghost particle per camera, arranged in the shape of the camera array. Particle 3279

also forms a discrete blur pattern, containing one ghost particle from each of the280

three cameras in which it is visible. At depth Z2, particle 3 is in focus, and the281

other two particles each form the discrete ghost particle pattern. The coincidental282

overlap of the ghost particles from the two nine camera particles (particles 1 and283
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2) at depth Z2 is not significantly dimmer than particle 3, the in-focus particle284

visible in only three cameras at the same depth.285

Partial occlusion also effectively reduces the number of source cameras used for286

reconstruction. Belden et al. (2010) show that reducing the number of cameras, ei-287

ther by design or as a consequence of partial occlusions, reduces the reconstruction288

quality of a particle field, as there is less intensity contrast between true (e.g., fig.289

4, depth Z1, particle 1) and ghost particles (e.g., fig. 4, particle 2). Belden et al.290

(2010) also report that reconstruction qualities are lower for higher seeding den-291

sities. For densely-seeded images, the likelihood of two or more individual camera292

images converging without being a true particle location increases. Since additive293

refocusing is an averaging algorithm, the intensity of a ghost particle increases294

linearly with the number of cameras contributing to it. In some densely-seeded295

scenarios, most ghost particles may be as bright as true particles.296

To evaluate use of eqn. 1 with partially-occluded measurements further, the297

probabilities of ghost particles with varying brightness forming are evaluated with298

respect to image source density (Ns) and the number of array cameras (N).299

Probability-based analysis is also used by Elsinga et al. (2011) to study ghost300

particle formation in tomographic PIV, examining cases where source particles301

randomly converge (i.e., assuming no correlation between viewpoints). The source302

density (Ns) is the product of the particle seeding density per pixel (ppp) and the303

area (in pixels) of an individual particle (Ap). This quantity essentially describes304

the probability that a given pixel in an image is occupied by a particle. The inverse305

probability (1-Ns) is the likelihood that the corresponding pixel in another camera306

is not a particle. Binomial probabilities are used to calculate the probability (Ng)307

of a camera subgroup (size GC) in the N camera array overlapping to form a ghost308

particle during refocusing:309

Ng =
N !

GC!(N − GC)!
NsGC(1 − Ns)N−GC . (4)
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Fig. 5 Probabilities of ghost particle formation (Ng) from a quantity of cameras GC (GC ≤
N), for reconstruction through additive refocusing (eqn. 1) in 4, 6, 8, and 10 camera SAPIV
systems. Ghost particle probabilities are normalized by the probability of a pixel being occupied
by a true particle (source density Ns). Color is cut off in locations where the probability of
ghost particles forming from a given number of cameras is below 10% of the probability of a
true particle.

Fig. 5 shows the probabilities of ghost particle formation from a camera subset of310

size GC for varying source density in 4-10 camera SAPIV systems. The quantity311

Ng, the likelihood that a given pixel on a focal plane is occupied by a ghost312

particle of a particular brightness, can also be interpreted as the density of ghost313

particles in the reconstructed images. Ng is normalized by the source density (Ns)314

to compare the probability of a ghost particle occupying a pixel in a refocused315

image to the probability of a true particle occupying that pixel.316
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Ghost particles formed by an individual camera (GC=1) have a high proba-317

bility of occurrence at low source density. Increasing the total number of cameras318

(e.g., N=10 versus N=4) also increases the quantity of low-brightness ghost par-319

ticles relative to the number of true particles. At higher source densities there is320

a nontrivial, and in many cases higher, likelihood of ghost particles forming from321

multiple cameras instead of a single camera. Increased camera array size improves322

the maximum source density where the probability of ghost particle formation is323

low.324

The probabilities in fig. 5 apply to cases in which intensity thresholding will325

appropriately segment the maximum brightnesses of true and ghost particles. The326

intensity distribution within an individual particle must also be considered when327

assessing the effectiveness of additive refocusing and thresholding. To prevent sin-328

gle voxel particles and peak locking (e.g., Huang et al., 1997), intensity threshold-329

ing must remove the brightest ghost particles while preserving the dimmest regions330

of true particles. (i.e., the minimum intensity of a true particle must be greater331

than the maximum intensity of the ghost particles). The appropriate threshold for332

separating particles from reconstruction artifacts is therefore also a function of the333

intensity distribution within an imaged particle.334

The intensity distributions of true and ghost particles are compared on one335

focal plane of a refocused image stack (i.e., one 2D slice through the voxel volume).336

A true particle with perfect reconstruction located on that plane post-refocusing337

is modeled as a 3 × 3 Gaussian kernel with variance σ2 and intensity ranges from338

Imin to Imax:339

Imin = Imaxe−
1

σ2 . (5)

If a higher intensity threshold than Imin is applied, the number of single-voxel340

particles, and consequently the likelihood of peak locking, increases. In compari-341

son, the maximum intensity of a ghost particle created by a single camera during342

refocusing is Imax

N , where N is the total number of cameras in the array. Intensity343

thresholding to remove ghost particles created by a single camera in a 3D focal344
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stack will remove information regarding true particles unless345

e−
1

σ2 >
1

N
. (6)

In general, the maximum intensity in a ghost particle formed from a subset of cam-346

eras with size GC is ImaxGC
N . Fig. 6 shows how the maximum intensity in ghost347

particles formed from one to four cameras compares to the minimum intensity in348

a true particle (eqn. 5) for varying σ and camera array size. Ghost particle inten-349

sities above the dashed lines representing each σ are retained if the noise-removal350

threshold is set such that it preserves all true particle intensities (threshold < Imin351

for a given σ). At σ = 0.5, all ghost particles would remain after thresholding,352

even when there is a 1:15 ratio in brightness between ghost particles created by353

a single camera and true particles. With a seven camera array, ghost particles354

created by three or four cameras are retained for σ = 1, but the peak brightness355

of a ghost particle created by one or two cameras is still eliminated. If σ = 1.25,356

only ghost particles created by four cameras are retained, and all ghost particles357

are successfully eliminated if σ = 1.5.358

Particle size and brightness are controlled in an experiment by the illumination359

and lens f#, which in turn are driven by the required thickness of the measure-360

ment volume. For volumetric experiments, depth-of-field requirements typically361

necessitate a high f# and resultantly small particles with a low σ. While the par-362

ticle intensity profile can be modified through image preprocessing operations, the363

particles that can be segmented using intensity thresholding are the least similar364

to the intensity profiles of actual particles in volumetric measurements.365

The thresholding process does not exist with use of either the MLOS (eqn. 2) or366

minLOS (eqn. 3) algorithms. In contrast to the additive refocusing algorithm, with367

both the MLOS and minLOS algorithms, ghost particle formation requires nonzero368

source intensity in all cameras. The likelihood of ghost particle formation (Ng =369

NsN ) drops with each additional camera added to the array (fig. 7). However,370
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Fig. 6 Intensity relationships between true particles of varying Gaussian profile and ghost
particles for additive refocusing (eqn. 1) with a 1-15 camera array. All intensities are normalized
by the maximum intensity of a true particle reconstructed from all cameras (Imax in eqn. 5).
The maximum intensity of a ghost particle formed by 1-4 cameras decreases as the total
number of cameras increases. Dashed lines represent the minimum true particle intensity for
five different Gaussian particle profiles of varying σ. In many scenarios ghost particles are
brighter than the minimum intensity of a true particle on one focal plane within the refocused
volume.

ghost particles formed by either of these algorithms have the same intensity scale371

as true particles.372

2.4 Comparison of Reconstruction Algorithms373

The main advantage of the additive refocusing algorithm is that particles can374

be reconstructed without appearing in all cameras. However, the analysis of ad-375

ditive refocusing shows that in partially-occluded measurement scenarios, and in376

many fully-visible situations, intensity is insufficient to segment real particles from377

reconstruction artifacts in SAPIV. Regardless of the number of cameras, intensi-378

ty thresholding for particle segmentation is only effective at low source densities379

where most ghost particles are actually dimmer than the true particles (fig. 5).380

When the source density is high enough that many ghost particles form from381
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Fig. 7 Probabilities of ghost particle formation (Ng = NsN ) on one focal plane for increasing
source density and total number of array cameras using MLOS or minLOS reconstruction.
Color is cut off for a ghost particle density less than 10% of the source density.

more than one camera, these false particles become comparable in brightness to382

partially-occluded true particles.383

The smaller a particle is (lower σ), the harder it is to segment, even with a384

large number of cameras (fig. 6). Small particles are frequently a consequence of385

the high f# required for depth of field in volumetric PIV experiments, though386

this limitation can be mitigated by blurring and re-normalizing particle intensities387

during image preprocessing. Even when these intensity segmentation constraints388

are satisfied, partially-occluded regions introduce additional intensity variation.389

Additive refocusing can reconstruct partially-occluded volumes with no additional390

information or modification of the reconstruction algorithm. However, the limi-391

tations to threshold definition and ghost particle removal with partial occlusions392

suggest that it is not the optimal particle reconstruction method for studies with393

bodies in the flow field.394

As typically implemented, agreement between all cameras is required to recon-395

struct particles with either of the minLOS (eqn. 3) and MLOS (eqn. 2) algorithms.396

Additional information about occlusion locations is needed to implement recon-397

struction in the extensive partially-occluded regions surrounding a body (e.g., fig.398
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3c). This limitation is not unique to non-iterative particle reconstruction algo-399

rithms; Adhikari and Longmire (2012) suggest that the accuracy of tomographic400

PIV in partially-obscured regions could be improved by running MART reconstruc-401

tion in subsets of cameras corresponding to where particles are visible around a402

body.403

Of the MLOS (eqn. 2) and minLOS (eqn. 3) algorithms, the minLOS recon-404

struction is more punitive, as it requires a bright particle in all cameras for a high405

image intensity reconstruction. Particle brightness determined via the MLOS al-406

gorithm can be inaccurately increased from the product of bright regions in some407

cameras and any nonzero value in others. The binary images of the body from408

each camera, already required for the visual hull method, also provide the infor-409

mation necessary for efficient camera subgroup handling using minLOS (eqn. 3)410

reconstruction. If image regions corresponding to the body are set to the maxi-411

mum brightness, the resultant minimum is obtained from valid particle viewpoints,412

except in regions that are occupied by the body in all cameras. Separate recon-413

structions for each combination of cameras are not required using this routine, and414

a cut-off for how many viewpoints are needed to consider a particle reconstruction415

valid can be determined from fig. 7. Use of the MLOS algorithm (eqn. 2) instead416

of minLOS requires that the additional parameter n be varied depending on the417

number of contributing viewpoints, complicating the processing routine.418

Fig. 8 shows the minLOS refocusing process using SAPIV measurements of419

flow generated by the dorsal, anal, and caudal fins of an archer fish, including two420

example slices of the 3D volume along the body. Raw images from each camera421

(fig. 8a) are used to obtain binary masks of the fish body (fig. 8b). During image422

preprocessing (before refocusing), regions corresponding to the body, identified423

using the binary masks, are set to the maximum intensity value (fig. 8c); the min-424

LOS algorithm (eqn. 3) can then be applied globally. The value of the combined425

image pixels at each focal plane is the minimum of the non-body viewpoints; re-426

gions occupied by the body in all cameras have maximum intensity (fig. 8d,g). The427
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additive-refocused binary body images (fig. 8e,h) are then used to mask the focal428

stack in regions partially-occluded in more than a prescribed minimum number429

of cameras (fig. 8f,i). Refocused body masks (fig. 8e,h) are also used to identify430

the visual hull; regions occupied by the body in all cameras have the maximum431

possible brightness.432

The two depths shown in fig. 8 correspond to regions occupied by the anal fin433

(Z = -1.6 mm, fig. 8d-f) and body and caudal fin (Z = 17 mm, fig. 8g-i). In fig. 8f,434

the occluded region to the right of the anal fin is smaller than the entire shaded435

region in fig. 8e. Similarly, in fig. 8i, the near-body region occluded by the anal436

fin is much smaller than the regions where any cameras are occluded by the anal437

fin (fig. 8h). In partially-occluded measurement volumes, the minLOS algorithm438

is both simple to implement and provides improved performance over additive439

refocusing by eliminating thresholding operations.440
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Z = 17 mm (refocused)

Z = -1.6 mm (refocused)

Center Array Camera

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 8 Reconstruction steps using a minLOS particle reconstruction coupled with image av-
eraging to determine partially-occluded regions. (a) Raw image from the center camera of the
array. (b) Binary mask corresponding to the body in (a). (c) Preprocessed 2D SAPIV image
created by combining (a) and (b) and performing preprocessing operations to enhance particle
visibility. (d,g) Two slices through the focal stack (Z = -1.6 mm and Z = 17 mm) reconstructed
using minLOS refocusing. (e,h) Occlusion maps obtained from additive refocusing of binary
masks at the same depths as (d,g). Brightness in the occlusion maps is proportional to the
number of occluded cameras. (f,i) Refocused images after masking regions occluded in greater
than four cameras.
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3 Experiment Implementation441

The SAPIV system designed to provide aerial and underwater measurements442

(fig. 2) is implemented to obtain high-resolution wake measurements of the dorsal,443

caudal, and anal fins immediately following jump onset. For this particular experi-444

ment, the pectoral fins are not included in the measurement volume. Experiments445

are performed in a 38 L aquarium (51 cm × 25 cm × 30 cm) filled halfway (15 cm446

from the bottom). The experiment tank is filled using water from the archer fish’s447

home tank to ensure consistent brackish salinity. The tank is heated to match the448

home tank temperature using a 50 W aquarium heater. These procedures reduce449

stress on the fish during experiments. The experiment tank is seeded with 50 µm450

polyamid particles. The seeding density of 0.04 particles pixel−1 corresponds to a451

source density Ns = 0.4. Bait (dried plankton) is suspended from a thread running452

through a hole in the aquarium hood. The bait is located 8 cm behind the front453

tank wall. Fish position in the measurement volume is controlled by bait placemen-454

t. All results shown herein are from a smallscale archer fish (Toxotes microlepis)455

with a standard length of 7.0 cm and weight of 7.5 g. All animal use protocols456

are approved by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on Ani-457

mal Care (protocol number 0315-026-18). Fish training procedures and husbandry458

details are discussed in detail in Shih et al. (2017).459

Nine high-speed cameras (Vision Research Miro 310, 1280 × 800 pixel reso-460

lution), seven for SAPIV and two for 3D aerial body tracking, are configured to461

image above and below the free surface as shown in fig. 2. The upper three cameras462

are spaced 170 mm horizontally, and the lower four cameras are spaced 130 mm463

horizontally. The vertical spacing of the cameras is 125 mm. The array is posi-464

tioned 390 mm outside the front tank wall. For a high magnification view of the465

median (i.e., dorsal, anal, and caudal) fins, the SAPIV cameras use 105 mm Sigma466

macro lenses (f/16). The resultant measurement volume size is 70 × 40 × 35 mm.467

The aerial cameras are equipped with 35 mm Nikon lenses (f/11). All cameras are468

synchronized at 750 frames s−1.469
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Near-infrared illumination is provided using an Oxford Lasers Firefly 1000 W470

volumetric laser synchronized with the cameras at a 1% duty cycle. This wave-471

length is invisible to archer fish and is used to prevent any influence of PIV illu-472

mination on the fish’s behavior and aiming strategy. As in Mendelson and Techet473

(2015), a first surface mirror is used to reflect the laser volume back into the tank474

for additional light. Illumination for aerial imaging is provided by ambient room475

lighting and overhead LEDs in the aquarium hood.476

SAPIV cameras are calibrated with a bundle adjustment model accounting477

for planar refractive interfaces (Belden, 2013). The aerial cameras are calibrated478

by direct linear transformation using the custom MATLAB programs DLTcal5479

and DLTdv5 developed by Hedrick (2008). The DLTdv5 program is also used480

to automatically track the fish snout in 3D using the aerial camera data. Snout481

trajectories are used to measure the jump height of the fish; snout position data482

are fit to quintic splines to evaluate overall body velocity and acceleration over483

time.484

Underwater fin kinematics are determined by using DLTdv5 to manually digi-485

tize marker points in the top center, bottom left, and bottom right cameras. Body486

points tracked over time are the tips of the caudal fin, the three spines of the anal487

fin, and the dark spot at the tip of the dorsal fin. Tracked points are triangulated488

using the same camera calibration used for particle volume reconstruction. Marker489

trajectories are smoothed over time in X, Y, and Z using cubic splines. Eight ad-490

ditional points along the edges of the caudal and anal fin are used to describe the491

curvature of these fins at each timestep. These points correspond between cam-492

eras but not over time; marker locations are redistributed as fins partially leave the493

field of view. Fin edge outlines at each time are smoothed by fitting fourth-order494

polynomials to the tracked points.495

The binary masks necessary to construct the visual hull and map partially-496

occluded regions are generated using a semi-automated routine that implements497

the GrabCut algorithm available in the OpenCV library (Rother et al., 2004;498
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Bradski et al., 2000). The algorithm is initialized for each camera with a bounding499

box around the fish body at the first timestep selected for SAPIV processing. After500

running an initial segmentation, the user either identifies over- or under-masked501

regions of the fish body and runs another segmentation iteration or saves the mask.502

The mask from the previous timestep is used to initialize the mask at the next time.503

The semi-automated approach is able to adapt to changes in body lighting and504

shadow locations throughout a jump sequence. Once the binary body masks are505

identified for each camera, particle image regions outside the body are preprocessed506

by subtracting a 5× 5 median-filtered background image, convolving with a 3× 3507

Gaussian blur kernel (σ = 1), performing local intensity normalization (sliding508

5 × 5 windows), and applying a low-intensity threshold to the 2D source images509

to remove any noise amplified during intensity normalization. Body regions within510

the mask are set to the maximum image intensity to eliminate their contributions511

when using the minLOS algorithm (fig. 8c).512

The homography-fit method developed by Bajpayee and Techet (2017) is used513

to warp particle images from each camera to each focal plane. At the experiment514

source density (Ns = 0.4), the likelihood of ghost particle formation in a given515

voxel is less than one tenth of the likelihood of a true particle existing at that516

location when four or more cameras are used for reconstruction (fig. 7). Four non-517

occluded viewpoints are therefore required for a refocused region to be considered518

valid. Refocused image regions with fewer than four viewpoints are masked along519

with the visual hull determined from all seven cameras (e.g., fig. 8f,i). The particle520

fields are processed by multi-pass cross-correlation using a modified 3D version of521

the MatPIV code originally developed by Sveen (2004). This code is also used in522

Mendelson and Techet (2015). The final vector spacing using 643 voxel windows at523

50% overlap is 1.79 × 1.79 × 1.92 mm. Velocity fields are post-processed using the524

ratio between the first and second cross correlation peaks, a 3×3×3 local median525

filter (threshold of two standard deviations from the median), and smoothing at526
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each timestep using the algorithm of Garcia (2011). Vorticity (ω) is calculated527

from the smoothed data using a second-order centered difference.528

Momentum transfer in the fish wake is also assessed through the hydrodynamic529

impulse (I), which in 3D vector form is calculated from the vorticity field as:530

I =
1

2
ρ

∫
V

x × ωdV, (7)

where x is a position vector and ρ is the fluid density (1.0 g cm−3 at experiment531

temperature and salinity). The archer fish wake contains close-proximity, interact-532

ing vortex structures, which Mendelson and Techet (2015) show must be avoided533

for wake impulse models using the geometry and circulation of an isolated vortex534

ring. Therefore, the hydrodynamic impulse is instead calculated directly from the535

vorticity field. Eqn. 7 is sensitive to the choice of origin for the position vector536

(Rival and Van Oudheusden, 2017); these effects are minimized by using an origin537

determined from the fish body position. Specifically, the centroid of the visual hull538

at t = 0 s is used as the origin for all impulse calculations.539

4 Results and Discussion540

Fig. 9 presents simultaneous measurements of the aerial trajectory (a), underwater541

fin kinematics (b), and volumetric flow field (c) during a 1.7 body length jump.542

The bait height for this trial is 1.2 body lengths. Fig. 9a shows the 3D position,543

vertical (Y) velocity, and vertical (Y) acceleration over time. The time t = 0 s is544

when the fish initiates propulsive tailbeats for the jump. The time intervals of each545

peak-to-peak tail stroke and the gliding stage (i.e., when the fish is completely546

out of the water) are also shown. Tail stroke timings are determined from the547

underwater caudal fin kinematics. The start of the gliding stage is identified from548

the aerial trajectory as when the snout height is greater than one body length549

above the surface. Fig. 9b shows X-Y and X-Z projections of the dorsal, anal,550

and caudal fin kinematics within the underwater measurement volume. Kinematic551
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Fig. 9 Aerial trajectory, fin kinematics, and wake measurements during a 1.7 body length
jump (bait height 1.2 body lengths). (a) XYZ positions, vertical velocity, and vertical acceler-
ation of the snout from jump onset (t = 0 s) until the fish reaches its maximum height above
the water. The snout becomes visible above the surface at t =0.005 s. (b) Caudal, anal, and
dorsal fin kinematics, using the markers shown in the photograph, over time in the SAPIV
measurement volume. The solid line denotes the edge of the caudal fin, the dashed line denotes
the edge of the anal fin, and the circle denotes the posterior lobe of the dorsal fin. (c) Wake
measurements at three times during the first three peak-to-peak tail strokes. Flow structures
are visualized by vorticity magnitude (isosurface at 100 s−1). The gray isosurface shows the
location of the visual hull at a resolution of 8 voxels, and the dashed black lines show the tail
tip trajectories.
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marker locations are shown in the accompanying photograph, which also shows the552

position of the fish in the measurement volume. Vortex wake structures during the553

first three propulsive tail strokes are presented along with the tail tip trajectories554

in fig. 9c.555

The measurements of the snout position (fig. 9a) obtained from aerial imaging556

show that it moves in the same direction and approximately in phase with the tail557

from jump onset to the end of the second tail stroke (t = 0 − 0.03 s). The snout558

does not move laterally after the initial two peak-to-peak tailbeats, indicating a559

change in undulation waveform. Motion is isolated toward the aft end of the fish560

once more of the body has left the water. At jump onset, the snout also moves561

backwards in X, again only until the conclusion of the second tail stroke. The562

next major snout motion occurs when the mouth opens (t = 0.1 s). The fish is563

completely out of the water (Y > 0.07 m, the standard length of the fish) by564

this time. The full-body (i.e., snout to tail) propulsive motions observed when the565

entire body is submerged, in addition to the fin behaviors observed in fig. 1, may566

be crucial to producing the high acceleration observed at jump onset (fig. 9a).567

Shih et al. (2017) find that velocity fields slicing through the caudal fin wake568

during jumping resemble the reverse Kármán street of steady forward fish loco-569

motion, with one vortex core appearing to shed per peak-to-peak tail motion. The570

vorticity contours over time (fig. 9c) show this vortex ring structure in 3D for571

the first three peak-to-peak tail strokes. Each stroke produces a coherent vortex572

ring that links with the wake of previous tailbeats. The first tail stroke produces573

a smooth vortex ring (fig. 9c, t = 0.016 s); the tail does not encounter upstream574

fin wakes during its initial motion. The first and second vortex rings are spatially575

closer together than the second and third vortex rings. The much higher vertical576

velocity of the fish during the third tail stroke (t = 0.031-0.040 s) results in greater577

spacing between subsequent wake structures than is seen between the vortices shed578

shortly after jump onset. The waveforms traced by the dorsal and ventral tail tips579

also show the increased vertical distance traveled during the third tail stroke. Ad-580
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Fig. 10 Dorsoventral (X), vertical (Y), and lateral (Z) velocity profiles in the dorsal, anal, and
caudal fin wakes. (a) Velocity profile locations relative to fin kinematics; all profiles are taken
along the X-axis. The triangle (anal fin), circle (dorsal fin), and square (caudal fin) markers
show the locations of the velocity profiles at the conclusion of the first tail stroke (hollow
markers, t = 0.015 s) and the conclusion of the second tail stroke (filled markers, t = 0.024 s).
(b,d) Velocity profiles in the caudal fin wake at t = 0.015 s and t = 0.024 s. (c,e) Velocity
profiles in the dorsal and anal fin wakes at t = 0.015 s and t = 0.024 s. The flat center region
is the location of the caudal peduncle.

ditional tubes of vorticity appear to connect the vortex rings from the second and581

third tail strokes (fig. 9c, t =0.031 s, t =0.040 s).582

Underwater fin kinematics and SAPIV measurements are combined to deter-583

mine the velocity profiles in the wake of each fin at jump onset and during later584

propulsive undulations. Fig. 10 shows profiles of the dorsoventral (X), vertical585

(Y), and lateral (Z) velocity components at the conclusions of the first and sec-586

ond tail strokes. The velocity profile locations (fig. 10a) are determined by finding587

the Y-velocity extrema closest to each fin’s location at each time. After the first588

tail stroke (fig. 10b), the peak Y and Z velocities in the caudal fin wake are of589
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comparable magnitude (600 mm s−1). The Z-velocity is negative, following the590

direction of motion during the preceding tail stroke. Flow in the dorsoventral (X)591

direction is directed toward the center of the tail on both sides of the body, but592

has higher velocity (-400 mm s−1) on the ventral side of the body. This significant593

dorsoventral momentum transfer by the tail may be responsible for rotating the594

body (as also evidenced by the snout motion in -X at jump onset) toward a more595

vertical posture before subsequent tail strokes.596

After the second tail stroke (fig. 10d), the peak vertical velocity immediately597

behind the tail has a comparable profile to the first tail stroke (peak velocity598

approximately 500 mm s−1). The lateral (Z) velocity, however, is of much lower599

magnitude and changes direction along the dorsoventral span of the body. The first600

two tail strokes occur before the fish has traveled significantly upward, and the601

tail passes directly through the earlier paths of the dorsal and anal fins (fig. 10a).602

The low lateral wake velocity may be the result of the second tail stroke reversing603

momentum that was shed in the wake during the first tail stroke.604

Separate propulsive jets behind the dorsal and anal fins are observed at the605

conclusion of each tail stroke (fig. 10c,e). Following the first tail stroke (fig. 10c),606

the peak velocities in jets generated by the dorsal and anal fins are much lower607

than those observed behind the caudal fin (200 mm s−1 versus 600 mm s−1). The608

jets generated by the dorsal and anal fins are also not as wide as those generated609

by the caudal fin. The combination of these factors suggests that the caudal fin610

transfers more momentum to the water at jump onset. The direction of the wake611

jets is the same between all three fins at jump onset; the dorsal and anal fins do612

not move opposite the tail to counteract its lateral forces. As with the caudal fin,613

the velocities measured in the Z-direction are comparable to those measured in Y614

and follow the direction of caudal fin motion. In the dorsoventral (X) direction,615

the wakes of both the dorsal and anal fins are directed toward the caudal peduncle616

and the center of the caudal fin.617
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Fig. 11 Hydrodynamic impulse calculated using eqn. 7 in the measurement volume over time.
Time intervals correspond to each peak-to-peak propulsive tail stroke.

At t= 0.024 s (fig. 10e), flow velocities in the dorsal and anal fin wakes have618

higher overall magnitude and are directed more laterally than vertically. Peak619

velocities match those observed from the caudal fin at jump onset, especially from620

the dorsal fin. Unlike the minimal lateral velocity in the caudal fin wake, there is621

flow produced in the direction of the propulsive stroke from the dorsal and anal622

fins. The measurements of the kinematics and velocity profiles from the dorsal and623

anal fins suggest that these fins have independent capabilities that vary between624

jump onset and later propulsive motions, but contribute less overall thrust than625

the caudal fin. Kinematic tracking of these fins also highlights their ability to626

interact with the tail to propel, stabilize, and provide upstream momentum for627

later tail strokes to exploit.628

The overall impulse in the flow field (fig. 11), calculated using eqn. 7, shows the629

three-dimensional momentum in the wake over time. The impulse helps quantify630

the variations between the vortex rings shown in fig. 9 and the net propulsive631

effects of the jets measured in fig. 10. At the conclusion of the first tail stroke,632

the Y and Z components of the impulse vector have similar magnitude. During633

subsequent tail strokes the total impulse in the Y direction increases. The rate634

of change in vertical impulse during the second and third tail strokes is greater635
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than during the first tail stroke. While Shih et al. (2017) found that propulsive636

tail strokes can be considered a discrete unit of propulsion that correlates with the637

final jump height, the volumetric measurements of the impulse during each tail638

stroke show that there are hydrodynamic differences between propulsion at jump639

onset and during subsequent tailbeats.640

The velocity profiles from the caudal, dorsal, and anal fins at the conclusion of641

the first tail stroke are consistent with the distribution of impulse between lateral642

and vertical directions. In the lateral direction, the impulse oscillates with each643

tail stroke; the velocity profiles from the dorsal and anal fins during the second644

tail stroke suggest that this oscillation is caused by momentum contributions from645

all three fins. The net impulse in the X-direction during the first tail stroke is646

close to zero, suggesting that the strong dorsoventral jet from the first tail stroke647

is counterbalanced by additional momentum.648

5 Conclusions649

Synthetic aperture PIV, performed with the near-body particle reconstruction650

method presented in this work, provides both volumetric, three-component flow651

fields (for quantification of vertical thrust, dorsoventral, and lateral force produc-652

tion by each fin) and measurements of multiple propulsors during a single exper-653

imental trial. The vortices generated by each tail stroke are resolved despite the654

three-dimensional motion of the fish, revealing a linked chain with one vortex ring655

shed per tail stroke. These measurements highlight the interactions between sub-656

sequent tailbeats and changes in the orientation and spacing of wake structures as657

a jump progresses. Velocity profiles show that the orientation and strength of the658

propulsive jets produced by each fin also vary between jump onset and subsequent659

tail strokes. The velocity profiles observed at the conclusion of each tail stroke660

are consistent with the overall changes in wake momentum as quantified by the661

hydrodynamic impulse.662
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The camera system design and occlusion-compensated particle reconstruction663

techniques presented in this study are promising tools to elucidate the complex664

hydrodynamics of archer fish jumping. The experiment procedures developed in665

this study can facilitate assessment of how wake structures and fin interactions666

vary with jump height. Since archer fish start from rest at the surface, it is also667

feasible to capture the entire wake generation process in measurement volume sizes668

appropriate for 3D PIV experiments. With coupled information about the aerial669

trajectory, methods for force and energy prediction can be compared between PIV670

and the aerial kinematics of the fish. The measurements presented in this study671

characterize the wakes of three fins immediately following jump onset, but the672

same techniques can be used to characterize the use of the pectoral fins or the673

wake structure immediately before the fish leaves the water.674

In applications beyond the jumping archer fish, this work demonstrates that675

synthetic aperture particle image velocimetry can physically and algorithmically676

adapt to partial occlusions and other optical access constraints. By analyzing re-677

construction algorithm performance for varying camera array size and seeding den-678

sity, this study identifies that the minLOS algorithm, coupled with binary mask-679

ing to identify occluded viewpoints, provides a better signal-to-noise ratio than680

additive refocusing in partially-occluded regions. This algorithm enables physi-681

cal redesign of the SAPIV camera array to include asymmetric camera spacings682

and a reduced numbers of cameras. With a large number of viewpoints that can683

contribute to particle field reconstruction, SAPIV is uniquely well-suited to mea-684

surement scenarios where partial occlusions are present.685
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